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April 20th 2011

Press Release

FINAVAL HOLDING AND BERTLING LOGISTICS COMPLETE THE
ANNOUNCED JOINT VENTURE

Finaval Holding SpA announces that it has completed the joint venture operation with the Bertling
group. The joint venture, announced in late December 2010, concluded today in F.H. Bertling
Logistics Italy, 50% owned by Holding Finaval and 50% by F.H. Bertling International Gmbh.
The operation was carried out by means of the following activities:
 ingress of F.H. Bertling International Gmbh in the share capital of Finaval Offshore, an already

operational subsidiary of Finaval Holding in project forwarding, renamed as F.H. Bertling
Logistics Italy S.r.l.,

 capital increase from the two shareholders for a total of 250 thousand Euro aimed at ensuring
the necessary financial resources while awaiting for company development.

A meeting of the shareholders elected Giuseppe Elio Monticelli, President and CEO, currently
CEO of Finaval Offshore and appointed by the Finaval Holding Group, and Bernd Wiesch,
Managing Director, appointed by the Bertling Group, as the new Board of Directors of the
Company.
Both partners are well recognized as key market operators in the project forwarding market and will
both contribute to the future success of F.H. Bertling Logistics Italy. Finaval’s technical strength
and in-depth knowledge of the Italian petrochemical, power and offshore sectors and leading Italian
EPC contractors will be combined with the worldwide presence of Bertling Logistics.
The newly established company will benefit from Bertling’s global corporate setup and identity, its
globally uniform IT and HSSE standards, as well as from its well trained and experienced
workforce.

The collaboration between the two groups has already yielded its first operational and commercial
results, in particular with the entrustment from Maire Tecnimont of the project "Tobolsk" currently
under implementation. The administration and coordination of this project is managed by F.H.
Bertling Logistics Italy in collaboration with the German and Russian subsidiaries of the Bertling
group.

Giuseppe Monticelli has been working in the field of transport and forwarding for 40 years. From 1964 to 1973, he
worked at Gondrand F.lli SpA, reaching the position of Manager of the unit "Grandi Lavori”. From 1974 to 2004 he
worked for Fagioli SpA, serving as Director of the “Project” Division as of 1981, where he developed relations with
companies operating in the field of engineering at the national and international level and whose headquarters are
located around the world. He has held the position of Director of Fagioli SpA and of the group’s other companies since
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1993. From 2007 onwards, he has served as CEO of Finaval Offshore S.r.l., a company operating in the field of project
forwarding within the Finaval Holding group.

Bernd Wiesch worked from 1981 to 1990 for the Dacotrans Group where he held various positions, including that of
General Manager of Dacotrans Germany in 1987. In 1990, he joined the Bertling Logistics Group as Managing
Director of Bertling Germany, developing and conducting Bertling’s headquarters as of 2002 in Algeria, Egypt,
France, Iraq, Jordan, Saudi Arabia and Turkey.

The Finaval Holding Group, with its head office in Rome, aims to become a leading player in the field of “energy”
logistics in Europe. Finaval Holding, via its holdings, can boast a long and established tradition in the shipping of
crude and chemical products and in engineering and logistics, having established partnerships with some of the world’s
most important international companies.

The Bertling group is one of the leading companies in the freight forwarding and shipping/chartering industry,
operating in over 40 countries worldwide. The corporate vision “Moving things in a big way" has enabled Bertling to
reach considerable financial strength. Their operative excellence, professionalism and stable growth in over 150 years
of operation have allowed them to record an average turnover of over 400 million Euro and an average profit of more
than 9% in the last few years.
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Website: www.finavalholding.com


